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Current experiments on atomic gases in highly anisotropic traps
present the opportunity to study in detail the low temperature
phases of two-dimensional inhomogeneous systems. Although, in
an ideal gas, the trapping potential favors Bose–Einstein conden-
sation at finite temperature, interactions tend to destabilize the
condensate, leading to a superfluid Kosterlitz–Thouless–Berezinskii
phase with a finite superfluid mass density but no long-range
order, as in homogeneous fluids. The transition in homogeneous
systems is conveniently described in terms of dissociation of
topological defects (vortex–antivortex pairs). However, trapped
two-dimensional gases are more directly approached by general-
izing the microscopic theory of the homogeneous gas. In this
paper, we first derive, via a diagrammatic expansion, the scaling
structure near the phase transition in a homogeneous system, and
then study the effects of a trapping potential in the local density
approximation. We find that a weakly interacting trapped gas
undergoes a Kosterlitz–Thouless–Berezinskii transition from the
normal state at a temperature slightly below the Bose–Einstein
transition temperature of the ideal gas. The characteristic finite
superfluid mass density of a homogeneous system just below the
transition becomes strongly suppressed in a trapped gas.

two dimensions ! phase transitions ! trapped atoms

The ability to produce two-dimensional atomic gases trapped
in optical potentials has stimulated considerable interest in

the Kosterlitz–Thouless–Berezinskii (KTB) transition in such
systems (1–7); recently, the transition has been observed in a
quasi two-dimensional system of trapped rubidium atoms (8, 9).
A homogeneous Bose gas in two dimensions undergoes Bose–
Einstein condensation (BEC) only at zero temperature, since
long wavelength phase fluctuations destroy long range order
(10–13); nonetheless, interparticle interactions drive a phase
transition to a superfluid state at finite temperature, as first
pointed out by Berezinskii (14, 15) and by Kosterlitz and
Thouless (16, 17). The phase transition is characterized by an
algebraic decay of the off-diagonal one-body density matrix (or
single particle Green’s function) in real space below the transi-
tion temperature, TKT. Furthermore, the superfluid mass den-
sity, !s, jumps with falling temperature, T, from 0 just above TKT
to a universal value !s ! 2m2TKT"" just below (18), where m is
the atomic mass. (We use units ! ! kB ! 1.)

A noninteracting homogeneous Bose gas in two dimensions
does not undergo Bose–Einstein condensation at finite temper-
ature. In such a system, the density is given in terms of the
chemical potential # by

n$2 % "log#1 & e'#$ , [1]

where ' ! 1"T, and $ ! (2""mT)1/2 is the thermal wavelength.
As # approaches zero at fixed temperature, the density grows
arbitrarily, implying the absence of condensation. On the other
hand, a trapped noninteracting gas does undergo a Bose–
Einstein condensation at a finite temperature (19). In the

semiclassical limit, the total number of particles is given by
N('#) ! g2("'#)(T"()2, where g2(x) ! %n!1

& e"nx"n2 #
"2"6 " x(1 " log x), for x3 0, and ( is the trapping frequency;
thus, as # approaches zero, N is bounded from above, and
condensation occurs at the temperature TBEC ! '6N("".

The question of whether an interacting trapped Bose gas when
cooled from the normal state first undergoes an ordinary BEC
or a KTB transition is not completely settled (20). In this paper,
we show that in the thermodynamic limit, in which the trap
frequency, (, vanishes and the total particle number N grows,
with the product N(2 and hence the density at the origin,
remaining constant, interactions at the mean-field level destroy
ordinary BEC; instead, the system undergoes a KTB transition
at a temperature slightly below the ideal condensation temper-
ature, TBEC.

We approach the phase transition of the homogeneous two-
dimensional Bose gas by carrying out a scaling analysis similar to
the one we used earlier to discuss the phase transition in a dilute
three-dimensional homogeneous Bose gas (21–29). The phase
below TKT is characterized by an algebraic decay in space of the
single particle Green’s function, G. As in three dimensions, the
phase transition occurs when the single-particle spectrum in
Fourier space becomes gapless, G"1(0, 0) ! 0, where G(k, z))
is the Fourier component of G in space and (imaginary) time.
Below, we first discuss the scaling structure of G as TKT is
approached from above, and rederive the relation between the
temperature and density at the transition

TKT

n %
2"

m log(C"*)
, [2]

where C is a constant (30), # (380 * 3)"2" according to
numerical simulation (31–34). We write the interparticle cou-
pling constant in two dimensions in the form g ! 2"*"m, where
the parameter * is dimensionless.‡‡

Although the KTB transition was initially discussed in terms
of unbinding of vortex pairs via an effective action, we present
here an alternative microscopic self-consistent analysis of the
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transition in Fourier space, which does not explicitly introduce
vortices.§§ We derive the principal thermodynamic features
directly from the scaling structure of the Green’s functions,
obtained by summing perturbation theory to all orders. (How-
ever, such a diagrammatic analysis can never guarantee prima
facie inclusion of all nonperturbative effects.)

We turn then to the structure below TKT, working in terms of
the Green’s function in momentum space. For an infinite system
below TKT, we expect G(r " r+, z) ! 0) , 1"!r " r+!+ as !r " r+!3
&, where + depends on T (and equals 1"4 at TKT; ref. 16). Thus,
G(k, 0) is not well defined in an infinite system; therefore, we
start with a finite size system, of characteristic dimension L, to
analyze the structure. The condensate density in a finite system
is nonvanishing, n0 , G(r , L, 0) , 1"L+, and vanishes in the
limit L 3 &, because long-range order is prohibited in two
dimensions; nonetheless, we show using Josephson’s relation
between the condensate density, the superfluid mass density, !s,
and the infrared behavior of G(k) (M.H. and G.B., unpublished,
and refs. 38 and 39),

!s % "lim
k30

n0 m2

k2G(k , 0)
, [3]

that !s remains finite in the thermodynamic. Our analysis of the
scaling structure is valid for all coupling strengths, and thus,
going beyond perturbation theory, is an extension of the work of
Popov (40, 41).

In The Transition in Trapped Gas, we apply our results to a
trapped gas within the local density approximation. We show
that the KTB transition temperature, for a weakly interacting
system, lies below the BEC temperature of the ideal trapped gas
by terms of order * log2 *. Furthermore, the jump of the total
superfluid mass at the transition is , *, and is thus highly
suppressed compared with that in a homogeneous system.

Scaling Structure Above the Transition
Here, we derive the KTB transition of a two-dimensional weakly
interacting homogeneous Bose gas by studying, as in ref. 21, the
scaling structure of G just above the transition. For wavevector
k and complex frequency z, G(k, z) is given in terms of the
self-energy, %(k, z), by

G"1(k, z) % z , # &
k2

2m & %(k, z), [4]

where # is the chemical potential. The transition is defined, for
fixed density, by the temperature at which the single particle
spectrum becomes gapless, and consequently the off-diagonal
single particle density matrix decays algebraically; at the transi-
tion point, G"1(0, 0) ! 0, or # ! %(0, 0). In terms of G, the
density is

n % "T $
)

% d2k
(2")2 G(k , z)) , [5]

where the z) ! 2"i)T are the Matsubara frequencies () ! 0, *1,
*2, . . . ).

The mean-field contribution, %mf ! 2gn, to the self-energy is
independent of frequency and momentum, and can be absorbed
in a shift of the chemical potential. We introduce the mean-field
coherence length, -, by

1
2m-2 % %mf & #; [6]

at the transition,

1"2m-2 % %mf & %(0, 0). [7]

In terms of -, the mean-field Green’s function is

Gmf(k , z)) % &
2m-2

(k-)2 , 1 & 8 i"2(-"$)2)
, [8]

and the mean-field density is given by

nmf(-) % "$"2 log#1 & e"'/2m-2
$ . [9]

Analyzing the structure of the self-energy in the zero Matsubara
frequency sector, using the mean-field propagator above, we
obtain the following scaling structure

2m-2 #%(k, 0) & %mf$ % .0&k-,
*-2

$2 ' , [10]

where .0 is dimensionless and is ,*2 as *3 0. In contrast to the
case in three-dimensions, self-energy diagrams beyond mean-
field are ultraviolet convergent even in the zero Matsubara
frequency sector.

Using Eqs. 10 and 6, we may write the transition condition, Eq.
7, as

.0&0,
*-2

$2 ' , 1 % 0; [11]

at the phase transition the parameter *-2"$2 - J approaches a
finite value, J*, determined by this equation. The contribution of
nonzero Matsubara frequencies in the denominator of Eq. 8 is
, (*-2"$2)"*, and thus in the limit of small *, the contributions
of nonzero Matsubara frequencies to the self-energy are of
relative order * and higher, and can be neglected.

To calculate the critical density at given temperature we use
the mean-field density, Eq. 9, as a reference

nc(*, T) % nmf(-) & T $
)

% d2k
(2")2 #G(k , z)) & Gmf(k , z))$ .

[12]

In leading order, we can neglect nonzero Matsubara frequencies
in the summation on the right, and derive

$2nc % log
4"-2

$2

, 2 % k dk& 1
k2 , -"2(1 , .0)

&
1

k2 , -"2' , !(*) .

[13]

Using Eq. 10 and the fact that at the transition *-2"$2 ! J*, we
see that the integral in Eq. 13 is a constant of order unity,
independent of *. Thus, we arrive at the critical density

$2nc % log
C
*

, !(*) , [14]

as in Eq. 2.

§§The expected phase transition has been calculated by path integral simulations (35)
without introduction of explicit vortex degrees of freedom; the vorticity correlation
function in these calculations showed no direct evidence of vortex unbinding at the
transition.
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The true correlation length, /, above TKT is given by

1
2m/2 ( %(0, 0) & # % %(0, 0) & %mf ,

1
2m-2 . [15]

We rewrite this equation as

M(J) (
$2

*/2 %
1
J ,

2m$2

*
(%(0, 0) & %mf) , [16]

where from the previous discussion we know that the right side
is a function only of J ! *-2"$2. At the transition, J goes to J*,
given by M(J*) ! 0. Furthermore, approaching the transition
from above, we see from Eq. 13 that . J ! J* " J / T " TKT.
The dependence of M(J) on . J near J* determines the diver-
gence of the correlation length close to the transition. In three
dimensions, / , !T " Tc!") with a critical exponent ) # 0.67
(42), as the BEC transition temperature Tc is approached from
above; therefore, M(J) , !. J!2) , !T " Tc!2) in the neighbor-
hood of the fixed point J*. However, in two dimensions, the
correlation length diverges as / , exp[b"(T " TKT)1/2] (16), and
therefore, M(J) , exp["c"'. J], where b and c are nonuni-
versal constants.

Scaling Structure Below the Transition
At the transition temperature, TTK, the single-particle Green’s
function decays algebraically in real space. Below TTK, the
scaling structure is most readily analyzed in momentum space, as
above; however, this approach is made difficult by the fact that
below TTK the single particle Green’s functions continues to
decay algebraically in real space sufficiently slowly that its
Fourier transform is not absolutely convergent. In order to avoid
this problem, and to use the same approach as above, we adopt
the strategy of working in a finite size system, of characteristic
dimension L, in which the condensate density, n0, is nonzero. At
the very end, we take the limit L3 &, at fixed density, in which
case n0 goes to zero, as required by the absence of long range
order in two dimensions.

In a finite size system, the condensate density is given by n0 !
n " ñ, where

ñ % "T $
)

%
k0

& d2k
(2")2 G(k , z)) , [17]

and k0 , ""L; in leading order, G here can be taken to be the
infinite size Green’s function. Because, for T 0 TKT,

G(k 3 0, 0) % "2mK-+"k2"+, [18]

where the constants K and +(0 0 + 0 2) in general depend on
T, we find to leading order

n0 #%
0

k0 d2k
(2")2 G(k, 0) %

2K
+$2 (k0-)+. [19]

The result (Eq. 19) is given for a circular box; in general, it is
modified by a numerical factor close to unity, weakly dependent
on the geometry.

Below TKT, the system is superfluid even though the conden-
sate density is not extensive and vanishes in the thermodynamic
limit. However, in two dimensions, an algebraically decaying
correlation function is sufficient to yield a nonvanishing super-
f luid density, !s, in the thermodynamic limit, as can be seen from

the Josephson relation (M.H. and G.B., unpublished, and refs. 38
and 39) between !s and n0 in a finite system¶¶

!s % " lim
k030

n0 m2

k0
2G(k0, 0)

. [20]

Thus from Eqs. 18 and 19, one finds

!s %
m2T
2"+

. [21]

Inverting the relation, we obtain + ! m2T"2"!s; thus, we
recover the prediction of the spin-wave approximation for the
critical exponent below TKT. Because !s 0 mn, we see that

+ 1
1

n$2 . [22]

Furthermore, because + 0 2, the superfluid mass density can
never vanish at finite temperature below TKT, and thus it must
be discontinuous across the phase transition. At TKT, the value
of the universal jump of the superfluid density predicted by
Nelson and Kosterlitz (18), !s ! 4TKTm2"2", leads to + ! 1"4.

Let us now discuss the detailed structure of the Green’s
function below the transition. We basically follow the scaling
approach used in ref. 43 in three dimensions. Our strategy is to
expand the self-energies formally in powers of *, n0, and k0. In
the infinite size system, k03 0, the self-energies diverge as n03
0; the point, k0 3 0, n0 3 0 is singular. However Josephson’s
relation constrains the limit n0 3 0 and k0 3 0 in terms of !s.

The particle density, n, in the condensed phase is a function
of *, n0, and T, and has the form, n(*, n0, k0, T) ! n0 0 ñ(*,
n0, T), where ñ(*, n0, T) is the density of noncondensed particles
(with momentum k 1 k0). At the transition temperature, ñ(*, 0,
Tc) ! nc. We calculate ñ(*, n0, T) in terms of the matrix Green’s
function

G(rt, r+t+) % "i(2T(3(r t)3†(r+ t+))4

& 23†(r+ t+)423(r t)4) , [23]

where the two component field operator is 3(rt) ! (2(rt),
2†(rt)). The Fourier components of G"1 have the form,

G"1(k, zn) % &zn , # & 3k & %11 "%12

"%21 "zn , # & 3k & %22
' ,

[24]

where 3k ! k2"2m, and the %ij(k, zn) are the self-energies. The
chemical potential, #, depends on n0 and k0, and is specified by
the Hugenholtz–Pines relation (44),

# % %11(0, 0) & %12(0, 0). [25]

The lowest-order mean-field self-energies, %11 ! %11
mf !

2g(n0 0 ñ), %12 ! %12
mf ! gn0, are independent of momenta and

Matsubara frequency, and, as above TKT, we absorb them in a
mean-field coherence length, -!,

# & (%11
mf & %12

mf)

% (%11(0, 0) & %12(0, 0)) & (%11
mf & %12

mf)

( "1"2m-! 2. [26]

¶¶Josephson’s relation remains valid inside the critical region of a finite size system, with the
limit of zero wavevector replaced by k 3 k0.
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Using power-counting, we can derive the scaling structure of the
self-energies. As above the transition, we may neglect nonzero
Matsubara contributions to leading order. Unlike in three-
dimensions, there are no formal ultraviolet divergencies in the
expansion beyond those in mean field, and therefore no need for
renormalization. The expansion of the self-energies beyond mean
field starts at order *2-!2"$2; furthermore, %12 is formally at least of
order n0. Diagrams of order g4 with 4 1 3 in the formal expansion
contain vertices with two Green’s functions entering; similar to the
structure at Tc, they involve the dimensionless combinations *-!2"
$2 - P and n0$2. The latter part originates from the dependence of
Gmf on 2m%12

mf , *n0. Any diagram with an explicit power, p, of n0
can be generated from a corresponding diagram of power p " 1, in
which a line is replaced by 'n0 at each of its ends. Thus, each power
of n0 involves one fewer two-momentum loop to be integrated over.
The explicit n0 dependence enters in two ways. Terms involving
G11 " G12 lead to the combination P2n0$2, which vanishes as n03
0. On the other hand, terms involving the combination G11 0 G12,
which in mean field diverges as n03 0 in the infrared limit, lead to
divergences which are cutoff by k0 and thus produce an additional
(k0-!)2"(n0$2P) dependence. In the limit n0 3 0, k0 3 0, only the
dependence on (k0-!)2"n0$2 - Q survives.

Then, scaling all momenta k by 1"-! , we find the following
scaling structure for the self-energies in this limit

2m-!2(%ij(k) & %ij
mf(0)) % .ij(k-!, P, Q), [27]

where the .ij are dimensionless functions of dimensionless
variables, and we neglect terms proportional to positive powers
of n0 and k0. In particular, for k 3 0,

2m-!2(%11(0, 0) & %12(0, 0)) & (%11
mf & %12

mf) % s(P, Q), [28]

where s is a dimensionless function. Comparing with Eq. 26, we
see that s 0 1 ! 0, an equation that determines P as a function
of Q, so that

-! %
$

)*
h(Q), [29]

where h is a dimensionless function.
We now take the limit n03 0 and k03 0. Eqs. 26–28 imply that

G(k0, 0) - G11(k0, 0) ! "m-!2"(Q), and thus the Josephson relation
implies that the superfluid mass density has the structure

!s %
m

$2Q"(Q)
, [30]

where " is a dimensionless function; this equation relates n0 and
k0 to !s in the limiting process. In this limit P as well as Q are
constants dependent only on !s"T. Similarly, the other dimen-
sionless functions depend in this limit only on !s. These forms are
valid over the temperature range from TKT down to T ! 0 (with
nonzero Matsubara frequency contributions neglected); this
entire region is therefore critical.

We can gain further insight into the structure below TKT by
reformulating the analysis in terms of the correlation lengths, -T
and -L, that control the infrared behavior of the transverse and
longitudinal Green’s functions, GT ! G11 " G12, and GL !
G11 0 G12. We regularize the infrared divergent structure below
TKT by assuming a finite condensate density, n0, and finite
correlation lengths. In this description, the low-temperature
phase of the KTB transition is characterized by the ratio of
amplitude (L) and phase (T) f luctuations of the order param-
eter, even in the absence of long-range order in the thermody-
namic limit in which n03 0. In the end, we take the limit, n03
0, -T3 &, and -L3 &. In this way, we do not have to introduce
an explicit infrared cutoff, k0, as we had to above. We define

1
2m-T

2 % %11(0, 0) & %12(0, 0) & #, [31]

and

1
2m-L

2 % %11(0, 0) , %12(0, 0) & #, [32]

in terms of which GT and GL are given by

GT
"1(k, 0) % & & k2

2m , #%11(k, 0) & %12(k, 0)$

& #%11(k, 0) & %12(0, 0)$ ,
1

2m-T
2' . [33]

and

GL
"1(k, 0) % & & k2

2m , #%11(k, 0) , %12(k, 0)$

& #%11(k, 0) , %12(0, 0)$ ,
1

2m-L
2' . [34]

The equilibrium state of the system is specified below the
transition by -T3 &, as seen from the Hugenholtz–Pines relation
(25), as well as n0 3 0. From Eqs. 31 and 32, we obtain the ratio

&-T

-L
'2

% 1 , 4m-T
2%12(0, 0). [35]

The second term is of order n0-T
2 . From the previous discussion,

we deduce that in the limit n0$2 3 0, 4m-T
2%12(0, 0) 3

8"*n0-T
2 f(-T"-L), where f is a dimensionless function. Eq. 35

thus implies that the ratio -T"-L is a function only of n0-T
2 .

Therefore, we arrive at a self-consistent solution in the limit n03
0 and -T 3 & in which n0-T

2 remains finite. The value of this
parameter is determined in terms of !s by Josephson’s relation,
Eq. 20, which we can write as

!s % lim
-T3&

mn0& 1 , 2m
5

5k2 #%11(k , 0) & %12(k , 0)$* k!0' .

[36]

The derivative of the self-energies with respect to k2 are finite as
k 3 0 for any finite -T, but must diverge as -T

2 in the limit -T 3
&. The right side is a function only of n0-T

2 in the limit -T
2 3 &

and n0 3 0, thus defining n0-T
2 in terms of !s.

The Transition in a Trapped Gas
We turn now to the behavior of a two-dimensional system
trapped in an oscillator potential, of frequency (. We consider
for simplicity only the thermodynamic limit N3 &, (3 0, with
N(2 constant, where N is the total particle number.

In the absence of interactions, the system undergoes a Bose–
Einstein condensation at the critical temperature TBEC !
'6N("", as mentioned. In the thermodynamic limit, this result
can be obtained by a local density approximation by integrating
the density profile, nideal(r),

nideal(r) % % d2k
(2")2

1
e'(k2/2m0V(r)"#) & 1

% "
1
$2 log& 1 & e'(#"V(r))' , [37]
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where V(r) ! m(2r2"2 is the trap potential. Although the density
in the center diverges at condensation, the number of excited
particles near the center of the trap remains finite. Explicitly, let
us assume a BEC with N0 , T"# , N condensed particles. The
number of particles in excited states near the center of the trap
is Nc , nideal(r ! 0)"d2, where d ! (m()"1/2 is the oscillator
length. At the transition temperature, # , T"N and Nc ,
(TBEC"() log 1"!'#! , N1/2 log N.

Extending this argument to an interacting Bose gas, we can
see, even at the mean field level, how interactions destroy simple
Bose-Einstein condensation at finite temperature. The density
profile calculated in the local density approximation is

nmf(r) % % d2k
(2")2

1
e'(k2/2m0Veff(r)"#) & 1

% "
1
$2 log (1 & e'(#"Veff(r))) , [38]

where Veff(r) ! m(2r2"2 0 2gnmf(r). Because nmf(r) has
negative curvature at the origin, interactions tend to reduce the
effective trapping frequency. Expanding Eq. 38 to order r2 about
the origin, we find the self-consistent trap frequency at the origin

m(eff
2 ( m(2 , 2g& 52nmf(r)

5r2 '
r!0

% m(2
1 & e'(2gnmf(0)"#)

1 & 2'g$"2 & e'(2gnmf(0)"#) . [39]

As # 3 2gnmf(0), the limit in which BEC occurs in mean field,

(eff
2 # (2

'

2*
(2gnmf(0) & #) , [40]

and the potential becomes arbitrarily f lat. In the thermodynamic
limit, the effective oscillator length deff - (m(eff)"1/2 is , $
(NT"(2gnmf(0) " #))1/4. Just below the point of mean-field
condensation, 2gnmf(0) " # - 1"2m-(0)2 is , T"N, and the
number of particles in the center, , nmf(0)"deff

2 , grows as
(T"()'*(-(0)"$) log(-(0)"$) , N log N. Thus the critical
temperature for BEC vanishes as , (*1/2 log N)"1; mean fields
destroy finite temperature BEC in a interacting trapped system
in the thermodynamic limit.

However, the system does undergo a KTB transition in the
thermodynamic limit. Using the mean-field density profile, Eq.
38, we can calculate the transition temperature to leading order
in *. The KTB transition occurs when the chemical potential
reaches the critical value %(0, 0), calculated for a homogeneous
system of the same density as in the center of the trap, or
equivalently, when the central density reaches the critical value,
Eq. 14. As we see from Eqs. 12 and 13 in the homogeneous case,
the critical density is given to logarithmic accuracy by the
mean-field density evaluated at the critical - given by Eq. 7;
critical f luctuations produce corrections, which are, however,
important only inside the critical region at small distances where
1"2m(2r2 6 !gn(0) " #!, or

r 6 rc #
1

m(-
. [41]

In the thermodynamic limit, the critical region produces correc-
tions to the total number, .N , N*2 log *, which can be
neglected; thus, to leading order in *, we can calculate the
transition from density profile, Eq. 38. Expanding nmf(r) to first
order in *, we have,

nmf(r) % n0(r) ,
2'g
$2

n0(r) & n0(0)

e'(m(2r201/m-2)/2 & 1
, [42]

where 1"2m-2 ! 2gn(0) " #, and

n0(r) % &
1
$2 log (1 & e"'(m(2r201/m-2)/2) [43]

is the ideal gas density. Integration over space yields the cor-
rection to the total number of particles at given #

N % % d2rnmf(r) % % d2rn0(r) & *& 2"n0(0)

m( ' 2

% g2('"2m-2)
T2

(2 & *& 2" log('"2m-2)

m($2 ' 2

. [44]

At the KTB transition, -2 , J*"*. To within logarithmic
corrections, we may replace n0(0) by "$"2 log(*), and g2("'#)
by g2(0), so that at given T,

NKT(T, *) % NBEC(T) & *& 2" log *

m($2 ' 2

, [45]

where NBEC(T) ! ("2"6)(T"()2 relates the particle number and
temperature at the ideal Bose gas transition in the trap. Thus, we
find that the KTB transition occurs at a temperature of order *
log2 * below the ideal BEC transition temperature

TKT & TBEC

TBEC
% &

3
"2 * log2 * , !(* log *) . [46]

In a KTB transition in a homogeneous system, the superfluid
mass density, !s, jumps discontinuously from zero to 2m2TKT""
as the temperature drops through TKT. In a trap, however, the
transition first occurs in the center, extending over a region of
size rc, Eq. 41. The total superfluid mass, Ms, is therefore

Ms % % !s(r)d2r + "!s(r % 0)rc
2 , [47]

so that

Ms

M +
1
N &TKT

( '2$2

-2 +
*

J* , [48]

where M ! mN, and J* ! *-2"$2 at TKT is the solution of Eq.
11. The jump in Ms is thus highly suppressed for * 55 J*, going
to zero in the limit of an ideal gas.

A key indicator of superfluid behavior below the transition
would be creation of a vortex at the center of the trap, where the
system first becomes superfluid, e.g., by cooling a rotating
system through TKT. To create a vortex at TKT, it is necessary that
the vortex core, of radius , -, fit within the critical region of size
, rc at the transition. From Eq. 41, -"rc , m(-2, so that in the
thermodynamic limit, -"rc , J*"*'N. Thus, vortex formation
within the critical region is possible for large N , *"2. The
critical rotation frequency, 6c, for creation of a vortex is of
order (1"mrc

2) log(rc"-), and therefore 6c"( , (-"rc) log(rc"
-) , (1"*'N) ! log(*'N)!.

A further probe of the state of the system below TKT would be
determination of the density correlations, as have been recently
measured in Bose gases trapped in optical lattices (45). These
correlations will depend strongly on the amplitude fluctuations,
described by -T (M.H. and G.B., unpublished data).
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